
The More You Can See, the Better You Can Manage

Medical Transcription Service without Boundaries

What if your Transcription Company Actually
Helped Synchronize Your Business?

Additional areas of expertise are:

The legal and economical stipulations of many companies necessitate the use of outsource 
medical transcription services. Many medical professionals do not have the time or the expertise 
needed to complete the task of patient information management system. They use medical 
transcription services to complete the job. Ashunya provides Medical transcription services with 
its facilities in India and therefore is a logical choice for medical professionals. The presence in 
the US has a face-to-face with the client to meet and understand their needs.

Ashunya combines industry leading electronic medical record and medical transcription 
workflow automation technology with unheard of customer service to bring you transcriptions 
that are back the very next day, are 98% accurate, and at a better price than any of our 
competitors can offer. 

Our clients benefits from our wide range of expertise in medical care field such as Operative
Reports, Discharge Summaries, H&P's Consultations, Emergency Room Care and Radiology. 

• Plastic Surgery
• General/Vascular Surgery
• Neurosurgery/Neurology
• Radiation-Oncology
• Orthopedics
• Dermatology
• Gastroenterology
• Urology
• Cardiology
• OB/GYN
• Ophthalmology
• Otorhinolaryngology
• Internal Medicine
• Geriatrics

• A virtual 12-hour time zone difference with US 
helps the productivity and customer satisfaction 

• Access to a large pool to English speaking 
graduates that understand the culture and 
communications 

• It is extremely cost effective, yet customizable 
and integrated

Medical Transcription
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Benefits:



Business Process 
Improvement(s) 
Ashunya offers Internet-based 
online electronic medical record 
and medical transcription 
services. We specialize in being 
flexible to a physician or 
clinic´s professional needs. We 
offer reasonably priced, 
accurate and speedy 
medicaltranscription service 
catered to you the way you 
want it. Our proprietary medical 
transcription software, or our 
enterprise workflow solution 
Ashunya Enterprise
Passport, allows you to simply 
send your voice files to us 
through the Internet with three 
clicks of the mouse, and we 
send the document back to you 
the next day in the same easy 
manner.

Key Features
• Compliant with AAMT and ASTM standards
• Microsoft Word based word processing tools
• Smart Templates, Normal Templates and base templates available
• Online access to lab results and other online data
• Off-site production handled via the Internet or modem
• Supports departmental and general medical transcription as well as secretarial transcription
• Integrates to third-party medical dictionaries and auto text software
• Seamless bi-directional edits between author and typist
• Unlimited user-defined report formats
• Automated management of document distribution
• Robust productivity reporting
• Single configuration for printers and external fax machines
• Centralized system management for backups, security and IT across your enterprise

Case Study
Main Street Specialty Surgery 
Center - Outpatient Surgery Center

Challenge:
A Los Angeles, CA based Surgery
Center is a resource for Outpatient
Surgeries committed to make a
difference.More than 40 Surgeons
work at this facility and attract a 
variety of surgeries per month.
As many as 70 to 100 dictations are 
done at this facility that require 
immediate attention with utmost 
accuracy and reliability. Previously, 
the medical records would receive 
these transcriptions after days in the 
form of email, fax or even by hard 
copies and with no accountability in 
the form of reports. Whenever a staff 
member called to inquire about the 
status of a transcription, the MR had 
to sift through the paperwork to 
provide a response.

Results:
• Streamlined the dictations to 

their Electronic Medical Records
• First year cost savings 

of over 30%

Quote:

Contact Ashunya today 
and learn about all of the ways we 
can help advance your business, 
cut costs, and help you stand out 

from the competition.

Why Ashunya 
Transcription Services?
Ashunya gives you unparalleled 
service with minimal capital 
outlay for your facility. We're so 
confident that you'll choose us 
over any other company out 
there, we invite you to test-drive 
us free for 10 business days to 
evaluate ourservices!

Executive Benefits:
Ashunya offers advanced 
functionality to create efficiencies 
across the enterprise, including:

“In the first year our estimate was ROI of 
30%. To our surprise, Ashunya 
Transcriptions actually saved about 45% in 
Cost Reduction for the overall transcription 
process and gaining technology, efficiency, 
workflow integration and immediate delivery 
of their dictations”
-Dr. Merry Tetef, M.D.
Oncology Center, Irvine, CA

Take your Business from 
Reactive to Proactive

• Real-time access to patient information 
and transcribed documents

• Electronic routing for electronic signature
• Bi-directional edit capabilities
• Knowledge based templates that 

automatically import patient information
• A user-friendly Microsoft Word-based 

application.
• Supports departmental and centralized 

transcription as well as remote (off-site) 
transcription

• Export capabilities to the most common 
EMR’s (Electronic Medical Records 
Solution)

• Web Based and Security Role based 
solution that does not compromise 
security and is HIPAA Compliant

• It synchronizes your business process 
with other software you use

“We have an enormous number of
transcriptions coming through our
surgery center and it is important 
for us to quickly account for each 
of them,” said Dr. Narendra 
Parson, Medical Director for Main 
Street Surgery Specialty Center. 

“Ashunya Transcription Services 
offered us the technology and 
support we needed.”


